Genetic variants in several regions at chromosome 8q24 have been found to be associated with the risk of a variety of cancers, underscoring the importance and complexity of this region in relation to cancer risk. Chromosome 8q24 is of particular importance for prostate cancer, as genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and related studies have identified associations for multiple independent single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) ([@bib5]; [@bib17]; [@bib18]; [@bib50]; [@bib14]; [@bib45]; [@bib3]; [@bib42]) and at least one rare variant ([@bib16]) at 8q24 with prostate cancer risk.

With the oncogene *MYC* located more than 200 kb downstream from the closest prostate cancer susceptibility SNP, the 8q24 region has traditionally been described as a gene desert and the mechanism underlying prostate carcinogenesis remains unclear. However, additional genes (e.g., *POU5F1B*) and non-coding RNAs (e.g., *PVT1* and *PRNCR1*), as well as transcriptional enhancers responsive to androgen, have also been identified in the region and might contribute to risk ([@bib24]; [@bib26]; [@bib12]; [@bib33]). It has been proposed that epigenetic mechanisms might have a role based on the identification of gene regulatory elements at 8q24 and evidence of long-range interactions for this locus with *MYC* or *PVT1* in prostate cancer cell lines ([@bib2]; [@bib43]; [@bib33]). Providing further support for this hypothesis, genetic variation at 8q24 was associated with *PVT1* expression in prostate tissue in a previous study ([@bib33]). However, the evidence for an association between 8q24 genetic variants and *MYC* expression has been mixed and appears to vary by tissue type, with most studies in prostate tissue demonstrating null associations ([@bib36]; [@bib37]; [@bib49]). Notably, a recent study evaluating physical interactions across the genome for several prostate cancer susceptibility regions at 8q24 identified a number of additional intra- and inter-chromosomal gene targets in prostate cancer cell lines that tended to be enriched for important cancer pathways, suggesting that the 8q24 locus may serve as a regulatory hub for a variety of genes in key pathways ([@bib13]).

Alteration in DNA methylation is a key epigenetic mechanism that can affect gene expression and may have a role in maintaining genomic stability, both of which are thought to be important in carcinogenesis ([@bib29]). Interestingly, studies have indicated that DNA methylation may mediate or augment the risk of established genetic loci for health outcomes such as obesity and rheumatoid arthritis ([@bib4]; [@bib31]). We recently reported associations between DNA methylation levels at several specific CpG sites in peripheral blood and established cancer susceptibility SNPs (including several prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs) at 8q24 among cancer-free Caucasian men, suggesting that there may be a role for DNA methylation at this important susceptibility locus in prostate cancer risk ([@bib7]).

In the present study, we aimed to follow-up on these findings by prospectively evaluating whether CpG site DNA methylation at 8q24 in peripheral blood DNA is associated with the subsequent risk of prostate cancer in a nested case-control study within the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian (PLCO) Cancer Screening Trial. We also aimed to evaluate whether the CpG site associations with prostate cancer mediated or were independent of the associations for established prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs at 8q24. In addition, as many prostate cancers will likely never progress to cause death to the patient in his lifetime ([@bib51]), we aimed to evaluate whether DNA methylation markers at 8q24 can distinguish between the risk of aggressive and non-aggressive prostate cancer.

Materials and methods
=====================

Study population
----------------

The PLCO Cancer Screening Trial is a randomised trial designed to assess the impact of specific cancer screening regimens on the risk of mortality from prostate, lung, colorectal and ovarian cancers. The participants include more than 150 000 men and women aged 55 to 74 years at the time of enrollment (1993--2001) from 10 centres in the United States ([@bib19]). Men randomised to the screening arm were offered both the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) test and digital rectal exam (DRE) at baseline, as well as the PSA test annually for 5 years thereafter and the DRE annually for 3 years thereafter ([@bib38]; [@bib19]). Participants were referred to their personal physician for follow-up based on a PSA test result \>4 ng ml^−1^ or suspicion of prostate cancer from a DRE exam. Suspected prostate cancer cases based on screening examination results or self-report on annual follow-up questionnaires were confirmed by medical and pathologic records. The protocol for the PLCO trial was approved by the Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) at the 10 centres and the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and all participants provided informed consent. Approval for the present study was granted by the IRB at the NCI.

We conducted a nested prostate cancer case-control study within the screening arm of the PLCO Trial using pre-diagnostic peripheral blood samples as described previously ([@bib6]). Briefly, in addition to the availability of a blood specimen, eligibility criteria included completion of the PLCO baseline questionnaire, consent to be included in etiologic studies of cancer and no history of cancer before randomisation ([@bib6]). Cases were non-Hispanic Caucasian men with a pathologically confirmed diagnosis of prostate cancer at least 1 year after blood draw and were preferentially selected from among participants in the Cancer Genetic Markers of Susceptibility initiative ([@bib50]), where men with aggressive disease were oversampled. Controls were non-Hispanic Caucasian men who had no diagnosis of prostate cancer before the censor date for case diagnosis, 31 December 2007, and were frequency matched to cases on age at randomization (5-year intervals), year of randomisation, year of blood draw and study year of diagnosis/selection ([@bib6]). A total of 707 cases and 707 controls were selected for the study. Following exclusion of participants with insufficient pre-diagnostic DNA, the final sample size was 694 cases and 703 controls ([@bib6]). This included 172 aggressive cases (Stage III/IV or Gleason score ⩾8) and 516 non-aggressive cases (Stage I/II and Gleason score \<8); the remaining 6 cases were missing data needed to characterise disease aggressiveness.

DNA methylation assays
----------------------

We previously designed targeted pyrosequencing assays to quantify and evaluate variability in DNA methylation levels at chromosome 8q24 ([@bib7]). One set of assays was designed to cover regions nearby (within 50 kb) prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs at 8q24 identified in populations of European ancestry and the other set was designed to cover regions in or near the *MYC* oncogene. For the present study, we carried forward the assays that performed well in our pilot study per data from quality control replicates, including coefficients of variation (CVs) and intraclass correlation coefficients, and that displayed moderate to high between-individual variation, based on the range of DNA methylation values across the pilot samples ([@bib7]). These assays included 63 CpG sites located nearby the cancer susceptibility SNPs at 8q24 or in promoter, exon 2, exon 3 or 3′-regions for *MYC* ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

DNA was extracted from peripheral blood samples using Qiagen QIAamp DNA Blood Midi/Maxi kits and shipped to EpigenDx, Inc. (Hopkinton, MA, USA), where the DNA was bisulfite converted using a Zymo Research EZ DNA Methylation kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) and PCR amplified within the chromosome 8q24 regions of interest using 45 cycles per PCR ([@bib6]). Each plate included four artificial control samples (one negative control sample (no DNA added), as well as three positive control samples with known global DNA methylation levels: low (0%), partial (50%) and highly methylated (100%)). For quality control, we also included 58 blind replicate samples interspersed within and between plates ([@bib6]). Sequencing was performed using the Pyrosequencing PSQ96 HS System (Pyrosequencing Qiagen). QCpG software (Pyrosequencing Qiagen) was used to determine the methylation status at each CpG site, and the percent of methylation was calculated for each CpG site as methylated cytosine divided by the sum of methylated and unmethylated cytosines ([@bib6]).

Based on the replicate quality control samples, we calculated the CV for each CpG site and we excluded CpG sites that had an overall CV \>25. Of the 63 CpG sites evaluated, 50 met our criteria for inclusion in the statistical analysis.

ENCODE/GEO data
---------------

We obtained ENCODE and GEO data annotations in a ±2 kb window around each of the CpG sites that were associated with the risk of overall prostate cancer or aggressive prostate cancer (*P*\<0.05) in our study using the hg19 build UCSC ENCODE file browser (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgFileSearch>) and GEO (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/>). Using intersectBed (BEDTools package, <https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2>; [@bib40]), we evaluated intersections with transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) based on ChIP-seq data, as well as DNase I hypersensitivity and histone methylation/acetylation, in histologically normal tissue from prostate cancer patients (PrEC) and cancer cell lines of prostate origin (LNCaP, PC3, DU145 and VCaP). Peaks were identified based on previously reported significance thresholds ([@bib21]; [@bib32]; [@bib46]; [@bib11]; [@bib20]; [@bib25]; [@bib35]; [@bib39]; [@bib47]).

Genotyped SNPs
--------------

Cases and controls were genotyped using the Illumina Omni2.5 as part of a larger GWAS of prostate cancer ([@bib9]) and common SNPs were imputed using 1000 Genomes Project data release version 3 ([@bib1]) and IMPUTE2 ([@bib22]). For this study, we evaluated 28 previously reported prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs, which were spread across four different prostate cancer susceptibility regions at 8q24 ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These SNPs were selected on the basis of an association with prostate cancer in a GWAS with a *P*-value\<10^−6^. We also included one SNP (rs7837328) that was not reported in a GWAS, but that previously was shown to interact with pesticide exposure to increase prostate cancer risk (*P*-interaction\<0.05) in the US Agricultural Health Study ([@bib28]).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

For the 50 CpG sites that met our quality control criteria, we categorised DNA methylation levels at each site into quartiles based on the distribution among controls and conducted separate logistic regression models to compute odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for each CpG site with prostate cancer risk. The lowest quartile was treated as the referent category. We computed *P*-values for trend by including the DNA methylation level at each CpG site in the model as a continuous variable. We also evaluated the relationship between the CpG sites and prostate cancer risk separately for aggressive and non-aggressive disease, as well as by time from draw to diagnosis (using four categories for the cases: \<2 years, 2 to \<3 years, 3 to \<4 years and ⩾4 years; the comparison group was all controls combined), using polytomous regression and computed *P*-values for heterogeneity using Wald *χ*^2^-tests. In addition, we evaluated potential effect modification of the associations for the CpG sites and prostate cancer by age at diagnosis/selection (\<65 or ⩾65 years) using likelihood ratio tests to compare nested models with and without the interaction terms with each CpG site because there is some evidence that DNA methylation levels may vary by age ([@bib15]). All models were adjusted for age at blood draw and year of draw. Additional adjustment for folate intake, BMI, smoking, alcohol intake and family history of prostate cancer did not appreciably alter our findings and thus we present findings from the more parsimonious models here. For each CpG site---prostate cancer association, we also computed *q*-values reflecting the false discovery rate (FDR) using the Benjamini and Hochberg method ([@bib8]) to account for the number of comparisons. We calculated q-values for all prostate cancer cases combined and then also separately by disease subtype (aggressive and non-aggressive). We used an FDR threshold of 0.05 to define findings that were significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons.

For each of the 28 prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs, we first evaluated the association with overall prostate cancer risk, as well as aggressive prostate cancer risk, using logistic regression, assuming a log-additive genetic model. Although in the full GWAS, the 8q24 locus was significantly associated with risk ([@bib9]), we wanted to evaluate what the SNPs associations were within this smaller subset of cases and controls. To assess whether the top CpG sites associated with risk (*P*~trend~\<0.05) mediated or were independent of the association with the known prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs at 8q24, we conducted conditional analyses by including both the CpG sites and SNPs in the same model. Specifically, we tested the impact of adding CpG sites to SNP-only models (i.e., impact of CpG sites on SNP--prostate cancer associations) and *vice versa*, with separate models for each CpG site-SNP combination. For the conditional analyses for overall prostate cancer, we selected the most significant SNP associated with overall prostate cancer risk in our study for each of the four prostate cancer susceptibility regions at 8q24 for individual testing, and we also individually tested all other SNPs that were significantly associated (*P*\<0.05) with overall prostate cancer in our study. We also did the same for SNPs associated with aggressive prostate cancer for the models of aggressive disease (that is, we tested the top SNP in each region and any others that were associated with aggressive prostate cancer with a *P*\<0.05). In addition, we evaluated CpG site--SNP interactions for the top CpG sites and SNPs associated with the risk of overall prostate cancer in our study by using likelihood ratio tests comparing nested models with and without the interaction terms.

Results
=======

Characteristics of the study population are included in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Compared with controls, cases were more likely to have a family history of prostate cancer and were less likely to have smoked. Cases and controls were similar with respect to age at blood draw and year of blood draw (study matching factors), folate and alcohol intakes and BMI. Of the 28 prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs previously reported for the chromosomal 8q24 region, 13 were associated with overall prostate cancer risk and 2 were associated with aggressive prostate cancer in this nested case-control study, with the most significant SNP for overall prostate cancer being rs4242382 (region 1, *P*-value=0.01; [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Of the 50 CpG sites evaluated, we identified 8 CpG sites whose DNA methylation levels were associated with the risk of overall prostate cancer (*P*~trend~\<0.05; [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), although these findings were no longer significant after correction for multiple testing (*q*-value\>0.05). These included six CpG sites in *POU5F1B* that were correlated with each other to moderate or moderately high extent (Spearman *ρ*: 0.20--0.52) and two intergenic CpG sites (Chr8:128012411 and Chr8:128444762) that were weakly to moderately correlated with the other six sites (*ρ*: 0.05--0.23). The most significant CpG site overall was located at Chr8:128428897 in *POU5F1B* (OR for the highest compared to the lowest quartile=0.81, 95% CI: 0.60--1.10; *P*~trend~=0.01; [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). There were no significant differences in these associations by time from draw to diagnosis (*P*~heterogeneity~\>0.05; data not shown). When we further evaluated CpG site--SNP interactions for the top CpG sites and SNPs in our study, we also observed some evidence of interactions for Chr8:128428897 with rs4242382 and rs6983561 (*P* interaction=0.004 and 0.02, respectively), such that the association for this CpG site with the risk of overall prostate cancer was restricted to those carrying the variant allele for either of the SNPs ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); however, none of the *P*-values for interaction remained significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons (q-values\>0.05; data not shown).

When the cases were stratified by disease aggressiveness, interestingly, we identified two moderately correlated (*ρ*=0.39) CpG sites in *MYC* (Chr8:128753187 and Chr8:128753154) that were specifically associated with the risk of aggressive (*P*~trend~=0.02 and *P*~trend~=0.03, respectively), but not non-aggressive prostate cancer (*P*~trend~=0.70 and *P*~trend~=0.20, respectively; *P*~heterogeneity~=0.01 and *P*~heterogeneity~=4.6 × 10^−3^, respectively) ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). For the most significant CpG site associated with aggressive prostate cancer (Chr8:128753187), the ORs for aggressive and non-aggressive disease were 1.49 (95% CI: 0.91--2.45; *P*~trend~=0.02) and 1.05 (95% CI: 0.76--1.44; *P*~trend~=0.70), respectively; however, these findings did not remain significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons (*q*-value\>0.05; [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). There were no significant differences in these associations by time from draw to diagnosis (*P*~heterogeneity~\>0.05; data not shown). For the eight CpG sites that were associated with overall prostate cancer risk, none of the associations significantly differed (*P*~heterogeneity~\>0.05) between aggressive and non-aggressive disease ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).

To evaluate whether the associations that we observed for the CpG sites with overall prostate cancer mediated or were independent from the previously reported 8q24 SNP associations, we conducted conditional analyses for each CpG site including the top SNPs associated with overall prostate cancer risk in our study for each 8q24 susceptibility region in the model (Region 1: rs4242382, Region 2: rs6983561, Region 3: rs6999921 and Region 4: rs16902094). We also checked the impact of all other 8q24 SNPs that were significantly associated with overall prostate cancer risk in our study (*P*\<0.05). Overall, there was little impact on the CpG site ORs or *P*-values and most of the top CpG sites remained significant at the 0.05 level after adjustment for the SNPs ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, there was little impact of additional adjustment for the top SNPs associated with aggressive prostate cancer in our study (Region 1: rs7017300, Region 2: rs10086908, Region 3: rs7000448 and Region 4: rs16902094, which included the two SNPs that were significantly associated with aggressive disease in our study population) for the two *MYC* CpG sites that we identified as associated with the risk of aggressive prostate cancer, and the findings for both of these sites remained statistically significant ([Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, when we added the CpG sites to SNP-only models, the ORs and *P*-values for these prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs did not appreciably change and remained statistically significant after adjustment for the respective individual CpG sites ([Supplementary Tables S4 and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), providing further evidence that the prostate cancer associations observed for the CpG sites and SNPs may be independent of one another.

Given the importance of PSA in prostate cancer screening and detection, we also evaluated whether any of the CpG sites were associated with PSA levels among controls. Of the 10 CpG sites associated with either overall or aggressive prostate cancer, only one site (Chr8:128428869) was significantly associated with PSA at the time of blood draw among controls (Spearman *ρ*=−0.10, *P*=0.007).

We also followed up on the 10 CpG sites that were significantly associated with the risk of overall prostate cancer or aggressive prostate cancer in our study by using ENCODE and GEO data to search for TFBS, DNase I hypersensitivity sites (HS) and histone methylation/acetylation marks within 2 kb of the CpG sites in histologically normal tissue from prostate cancer patients and cancer cell lines of prostate origin. We identified a number of significant peaks based on previously reported significance thresholds ([@bib21]; [@bib32]; [@bib46]; [@bib11]; [@bib20]; [@bib25]; [@bib35]; [@bib39]; [@bib47]) within 2 kb of three of the CpG sites: the intergenic CpG site at Chr8:128012411, and the two *MYC* CpG sites (Chr8:128753187 and Chr8:128753154) that were associated with the risk of aggressive prostate cancer. For Chr8:128012411, these included DNaseI HS peaks in the PrEC and LNCaP cell lines, a TFBS for DAXX in the PC3 cell line and histone methylation marks (H3K4me2) in the PC3 and VCaP cell lines. For the *MYC* CpG sites, these findings included DNaseI HS peaks in the PrEC and LNCaP cell lines, a number of histone methylation and acetylation marks (H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3 and H3K27ac) in the LNCaP cell line, as well as H3K4me2 in the PC3 line, and TFBS for ETV1 and TCF7L2 (LNCaP line), DAXX (PC3 line) and FoxA1 (DU145 line). We did not observe significant peaks within 2 kb of the other CpG sites evaluated in any of the available prostate cell lines, although this could in part be due to the relatively repetitive nature of the 8q24 locus and the resulting poor alignability that we reported previously ([@bib7]).

Although none of these CpG sites were found to change over time in our previous study ([@bib7]), given the known changes in DNA methylation with age ([@bib15]), we evaluated whether the associations for each of the 50 CpG sites differed by age at diagnosis/selection. Chr8:128428931 in *POU5F1B* was significantly associated with the risk of prostate cancer diagnosed before age 65 (*P*~trend~=0.04) and several CpG sites (the intergenic site at Chr8:128444762 and several sites in *POU5F1B*: Chr8:128428869, Chr8:128428897, Chr8:128428949 and Chr8:128428978) were significantly associated with the risk of prostate cancer diagnosed at age 65 years or older (*P*~trend~=0.02, 0.05, 0.05, 0.03 and 0.05, respectively). However, none of the *P*-values for interaction were statistically significant (*P* interaction\>0.05; data not presented).

Discussion
==========

Focusing on the chromosome 8q24 locus, which is known to be important in the genetic susceptibility to a variety of cancers, including prostate cancer, we aimed to evaluate the contribution of variation in DNA methylation at this locus in peripheral blood DNA to the risk of prostate cancer in Caucasian men using a large prospective design. We identified eight specific CpG sites at 8q24, including six correlated sites in the *POU5F1B* gene, as well as two CpG sites in intergenic regions, whose DNA methylation levels were associated with prostate cancer risk at the 0.05 level. In addition, two CpG sites in the *MYC* oncogene at 8q24 were associated (*P*\<0.05) with the risk of aggressive, but not non-aggressive prostate cancer. These findings did not appreciably change and tended to remain nominally (*P*\<0.05) statistically significant after adjustment for the top prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs in our study, although none of the 10 CpG site findings were significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons (*q*-value \>0.05). To our knowledge, our study is the first to evaluate whether DNA methylation levels at 8q24 in peripheral blood DNA are associated with the subsequent risk of prostate cancer. In addition, our study is the first to suggest that a blood-based DNA methylation marker may be specifically associated with the risk of aggressive prostate cancer. These findings warrant replication in a large, independent population.

*POU5F1B* (POU class 5 homeobox 1B gene, also known as *OCT4-pg1* and *POU5F1P1*) was first described as a pseudogene of the gene for octamer-binding transcription factor 4 (*OCT4*), which has a key role in embryonic development and stem cell pluripotency. However, recent evidence suggests that *POU5F1B* may encode a functional protein, which is thought to be a transcriptional activator and has been observed to be overexpressed in prostate cancer tissue ([@bib26]). Notably, some 8q24 cancer susceptibility SNPs have previously been shown to be in linkage disequilibrium with variants in the *POU5F1B* open reading frame and also correlated with *POU5F1B* expression in prostate tissue ([@bib10]). It is possible that the *POU5F1B* CpG sites that were associated with prostate cancer risk in our study may influence risk by affecting *POU5F1B* expression, although we did not have gene expression data in our study to directly address this question.

We also identified two intergenic CpG sites at 8q24 that were weakly to moderately correlated with the *POU5F1B* CpG site hits and were nominally significantly associated with overall prostate cancer (Chr8:128012411 and Chr8:128444762). Chr8:128012411 is part of an AluY SINE and Chr8:128444762 is part of an ERV1 LTR. As these sites are not located in or near a gene, their potential functional roles are less clear. However, interestingly, we observed DNaseI HS peaks, histone methylation marks (specifically H3K4me2, which is often found near promoters) and a TF binding site (specifically DAXX, a transcription repressor) within 2 kb of the site at Chr8:128012411 in various prostate cell lines, characteristics that are common to transcriptional regulatory regions. It is possible that these intergenic CpG sites or strongly correlated CpG sites could influence prostate cancer risk by affecting the expression of various gene targets of the 8q24 locus ([@bib13]), but we were unable to directly assess this in our study.

Our finding that DNA methylation levels in the *MYC* oncogene, specifically for two CpG sites in the exon 3 region, were associated with the risk of aggressive prostate cancer is also intriguing. Although increased DNA methylation in promoter regions is generally thought to correspond to a decrease in gene expression, there is evidence that increased methylation in gene body regions may be associated with an increase in gene expression ([@bib34]), lending some plausibility for the direction of our findings, with increased DNA methylation in *MYC* associated with an increase in prostate cancer risk. *MYC* is a transcriptional activator involved in a regulatory network that affects cell growth, apoptosis and differentiation and has been shown to be commonly overexpressed in prostate tumour tissue ([@bib27]). The active expression of *MYC* in prostate tumour tissue and location of these 2 CpG sites in a coding region of *MYC* may help explain the overlap of these CpG sites with many active histone markers, TFBS and DNaseI HS regions in prostate cell lines. *MYC* has long been thought to have a role in prostate cancer progression, although there is evidence for a potential role in tumour initiation as well ([@bib27]). Although whole 8q gain has been observed throughout the spectrum of prostate carcinogenesis, from precursor lesions (i.e., prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia) to metastatic disease ([@bib23]), the specific amplification of a narrower region at 8q24 including *MYC* has been largely reported in metastatic or recurrent prostate cancer ([@bib48]; [@bib23]; [@bib44]).

Although our study findings are intriguing, we recognise that chance could have contributed to these results. We did not have available data for a replication set and when we adjusted for multiple comparisons, none of the findings remained statistically significant at the 0.05 level. However, the associations that we observed between established prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs and prostate cancer in our study were also not highly significant and would not have withstood correction for multiple testing, even though they are known to be associated with prostate cancer ([@bib5]; [@bib17]; [@bib18]; [@bib50]; [@bib14]; [@bib45]; [@bib3]; [@bib42]). Thus, we expect that we may have been underpowered to evaluate CpG site associations with prostate cancer, warranting follow-up studies of our noteworthy findings with larger sample sizes.

As our study population was limited to Caucasians, our results may not be generalisable to other populations; however, by restricting our population to Caucasians, we were able to limit the potential for population stratification. We were also limited in our ability to evaluate DNA methylation markers associated with the risk of aggressive prostate cancer as only about 25% of the cases in our study were aggressive; however, our study does suggest that CpG sites in *MYC* may be worthy of further study for aggressive disease. In addition, although we did not sequence the entire 8q24 region and therefore did not capture all CpG sites, this is the first prospective evaluation of CpG sites in this region in peripheral blood and prostate cancer risk. A further limitation is that we did not have available data in our study for DNA methylation or gene expression in prostate tissue, which is an important question as DNA methylation profiles are thought to be tissue specific ([@bib41]). However, there are growing examples in the literature of an association between DNA methylation markers in blood and a variety of solid tumors, including, for example, *GSTP1* and prostate cancer ([@bib30]), suggesting this may be a fruitful area for continued study. If our results are replicated by other studies, then future studies will be needed to investigate the relationship between DNA methylation levels at 8q24 in blood and prostate tumor tissue, and to assess the potential functional impact of variation in DNA methylation levels at these sites (e.g., by incorporating gene expression data).

One of the strengths of our study was the integration of genetic and epigenetic data. However, as some of the established prostate cancer susceptibility SNPs from GWAS did not achieve significance in our present study, we were limited in our ability to assess whether 8q24 DNA methylation may mediate the effects of these particular SNPs on prostate cancer. We anticipate that a larger sample size would be needed to more thoroughly evaluate the possible role of DNA methylation as a mediator of SNP-associated effects at the 8q24 locus.

Another strength of our study was the use of pre-diagnostic blood samples, which allowed us to prospectively study the relationship between DNA methylation levels at 8q24 and the risk of prostate cancer and to reduce potential bias from reverse causality. Additionally, our use of pyrosequencing, which is considered a quantitative, reproducible method that is highly sensitive to detect differences in DNA methylation between individuals, was a further strength.

In summary, our findings in a large prospective study provide some evidence that pre-diagnostic peripheral blood DNA methylation levels at specific CpG sites at 8q24 may be associated with the subsequent risk of prostate cancer and, in particular, that DNA methylation levels at CpG sites in *MYC* may be associated specifically with the risk of aggressive prostate cancer. Further studies are needed to confirm these findings, but if replicated, they may point to future directions in efforts to identify biomarkers of aggressive prostate cancer.
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Study population characteristics for the prostate cancer cases and controls

  **Characteristic (mean±s.d. or** ***n*** **(%))**                **Cases (*****n*****=694)**   **Controls (*****n*****=703)**
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------------
  Age at diagnosis/selection[a](#t1-fn2){ref-type="fn"} (years)             68.6±5.6                        68.2±5.6
  Age at blood draw[a](#t1-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                              65.5±5.3                        65.4±5.2
  Year of blood draw[a](#t1-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                            1997.6±2.2                      1997.7±2.4
  Family history of prostate cancer                                                                             
   Yes/possible                                                            93 (13.4%)                      43 (6.1%)
   No                                                                      595 (85.7%)                    654 (93.0%)
   Missing                                                                  6 (0.9%)                        6 (0.9%)
  Smoking                                                                                                       
   Never                                                                   247 (35.6%)                    171 (24.3%)
   Former                                                                  333 (48.0%)                    371 (52.8%)
   Current                                                                  52 (7.5%)                      90 (12.8%)
   Pipe/cigar                                                               62 (8.9%)                      71 (10.1%)
  Folate (mg per 1000 kcal)[b](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                                          
   Q1                                                                      162 (23.3%)                    168 (23.9%)
   Q2                                                                      160 (23.1%)                    166 (23.6%)
   Q3                                                                      167 (24.1%)                    168 (23.9%)
   Q4                                                                      177 (25.5%)                    167 (23.8%)
   Missing                                                                  28 (4.0%)                      34 (4.8%)
  Alcohol (g per 1000 kcal)[b](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                                          
   Q1                                                                      167 (24.1%)                    167 (23.8%)
   Q2                                                                      173 (24.9%)                    167 (23.8%)
   Q3                                                                      155 (22.3%)                    168 (23.9%)
   Q4                                                                      171 (24.6%)                    167 (23.8%)
   Missing                                                                  28 (4.0%)                      34 (4.8%)
  Total energy intake (kcal/d)                                            2353.4±834.5                    2339.8±903.1
  BMI                                                                                                           
   \<25                                                                    177 (25.5%)                    175 (24.9%)
   25--29                                                                  367 (52.9%)                    361 (51.4%)
   ⩾30                                                                     139 (20.0%)                    161 (22.9%)
   Missing                                                                  11 (1.6%)                       6 (0.9%)
  Aggressive prostate cancer[c](#t1-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                         
   Yes                                                                     172 (24.8%)                        ---
   No                                                                      516 (74.4%)                          
   Missing                                                                  6 (0.9%)                            

Abbreviation: BMI=body mass index.

Study matching factor or combination of study matching factors.

Folate (mg per day) and alcohol (g per day) intakes were standardised to total energy intake (kcal per day).

Aggressive defined as Stage III/IV or Gleason score ⩾8; non-aggressive defined as Stage I/II and Gleason score \<8.

###### 8q24 CpG sites significantly associated with overall prostate cancer risk (*P* ~trend~\<0.05)[a](#t2-fn2){ref-type="fn"}

  **CpG site coordinate**[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}     **Location**   **Quartile**[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                        **Ca/Co**    **OR (95% CI)**[d](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}
  ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------- --------------------------------------------
  **Chr8:128428897**                                    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                    
                                                                        1                                                                              188/175                         REF
                                                                        2                                                                              170/173                   0.91 (0.68--1.23
                                                                        3                                                                              181/174                  0.97 (0.72--1.30)
                                                                        4                                                                              151/174                  0.80 (0.59--1.08)
                                                                        *P*~trend~[e](#t2-fn6){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[f](#t2-fn7){ref-type="fn"})                             **0.01** (0.26)
  **Chr8:128428931**                                    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                    
                                                                        1                                                                              207/174                         REF
                                                                        2                                                                              166/175                  0.80 (0.59--1.07)
                                                                        3                                                                              149/174                **0.72 (0.53--0.97)**
                                                                        4                                                                              168/173                  0.82 (0.61--1.10)
                                                                        *P*~trend~[e](#t2-fn6){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[f](#t2-fn7){ref-type="fn"})                             **0.02** (0.26)
  **Chr8:128428949**                                    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                    
                                                                        1                                                                              199/175                         REF
                                                                        2                                                                              163/175                  0.81 (0.61--1.10)
                                                                        3                                                                              170/173                  0.86 (0.64--1.16)
                                                                        4                                                                              159/174                  0.80 (0.59--1.08)
                                                                        *P*~trend~[e](#t2-fn6){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[f](#t2-fn7){ref-type="fn"})                             **0.03** (0.26)
  **Chr8:128428915**                                    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                    
                                                                        1                                                                              197/174                         REF
                                                                        2                                                                              184/174                  0.93 (0.69--1.24)
                                                                        3                                                                              156/174                  0.78 (0.57--1.05)
                                                                        4                                                                              153/174                  0.77 (0.56--1.05)
                                                                        *P*~trend~[e](#t2-fn6){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[f](#t2-fn7){ref-type="fn"})                             **0.03** (0.26)
  **Chr8:128428869**                                    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                    
                                                                        1                                                                              184/175                         REF
                                                                        2                                                                              183/174                  0.99 (0.74--1.33)
                                                                        3                                                                              165/175                  0.89 (0.66--1.20)
                                                                        4                                                                              155/173                  0.85 (0.63--1.15)
                                                                        *P*~trend~[e](#t2-fn6){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[f](#t2-fn7){ref-type="fn"})                             **0.04** (0.26)
  **Chr8:128428978**                                    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                    
                                                                        1                                                                              179/175                         REF
                                                                        2                                                                              183/174                  1.01 (0.75--1.36)
                                                                        3                                                                              182/174                  0.99 (0.73--1.35)
                                                                        4                                                                              147/174                  0.79 (0.57--1.11)
                                                                        *P*~trend~[e](#t2-fn6){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[f](#t2-fn7){ref-type="fn"})                             **0.05** (0.28)
  **Chr8:128012411**                                    **Intergenic**                                                                                                                   
                                                                        1                                                                              193/174                         REF
                                                                        2                                                                              185/176                  0.92 (0.68--1.25)
                                                                        3                                                                              154/172                  0.78 (0.57--1.07)
                                                                        4                                                                              150/174                  0.75 (0.55--1.03)
                                                                        *P*~trend~[e](#t2-fn6){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[f](#t2-fn7){ref-type="fn"})                             **0.03** (0.26)
  **Chr8:128444762**                                    **Intergenic**                                                                                                                   
                                                                        1                                                                              221/177                         REF
                                                                        2                                                                              159/175                **0.74 (0.55--0.99)**
                                                                        3                                                                              160/174                **0.74 (0.55--1.00)**
                                                                        4                                                                              149/175                **0.69 (0.51--0.93)**
                                                                        *P*~trend~[e](#t2-fn6){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[f](#t2-fn7){ref-type="fn"})                             **0.03** (0.26)

Abbreviations: Ca=case; CI=confidence interval; Co=control; OR=odds ratio.

Bolding denotes *P*\<0.05.

NCBI37/hg19 coordinate.

Quartile cutpoints defined among controls.

Adjusted for age at draw and year of draw.

*P*-value for CpG site variable entered in the model as a continuous variable.

False Discovery Rate adjusted *P*-value.

###### 8q24 CpG sites significantly associated with the risk of aggressive or non-aggressive prostate cancer (*P* ~trend~\<0.05)[a](#t3-fn2){ref-type="fn"}

                                                                                                                       **Aggressive prostate cancer**[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"}    **Non-aggressive prostate cancer**[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                          
  -------------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- --------- ----------------------------- ----------------------
  **Chr8:128753187**      ***MYC***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                        1                                                                              34/176                                                                                    REF                                132/176               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              46/173                                                                             1.35 (0.82--2.22)                         132/173        1.03 (0.74--1.42)                  
                                        3                                                                              42/175                                                                             1.21 (0.73--2.01)                         110/175        0.84 (0.61--1.18)                  
                                        4                                                                              50/173                                                                             1.51 (0.92--2.49)                         137/173        1.05 (0.76--1.45)                  
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                       **0.02** (0.53)                                            0.70 (0.89)                 **0.01**
  **Chr8:128753154**      ***MYC***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                        1                                                                              34/176                                                                                    REF                                137/176               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              49/177                                                                             1.52 (0.93--2.50)                         138/177        1.00 (0.73--1.38)                  
                                        3                                                                              33/174                                                                             1.07 (0.63--1.82)                         121/174        0.88 (0.63--1.22)                  
                                        4                                                                              54/174                                                                           **1.71 (1.05--2.78)**                       118/174        0.86 (0.62--1.19)                  
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                       **0.03** (0.53)                                            0.20 (0.57)           **4.6 × 10**^**−3**^
  **Chr8:128428897**    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                        1                                                                              46/175                                                                                    REF                                142/175               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              32/173                                                                             0.69 (0.42--1.15)                         138/173        0.98 (0.71--1.35)                  
                                        3                                                                              56/174                                                                             1.16 (0.74--1.83)                         122/174        0.88 (0.63--1.22)                  
                                        4                                                                              38/174                                                                             0.80 (0.49--1.31)                         110/174        0.78 (0.56--1.08)                  
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                       **0.03** (0.53)                                          **0.02** (0.28)                 0.73
  **Chr8:128428931**    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                        1                                                                              46/174                                                                                    REF                                160/174               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              48/175                                                                             1.03 (0.65--1.64)                         115/175      **0.70 (0.51--0.97)**                
                                        3                                                                              35/174                                                                             0.78 (0.48--1.28)                         113/174      **0.69 (0.50--0.96)**                
                                        4                                                                              43/173                                                                             0.91 (0.57--1.46)                         124/173        0.79 (0.57--1.08)                  
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                       **0.05** (0.54)                                          **0.04** (0.30)                 0.67
  **Chr8:128428949**    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                        1                                                                              40/175                                                                                    REF                                159/175               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              37/175                                                                             0.88 (0.53--1.46)                         124/175        0.78 (0.56--1.07)                  
                                        3                                                                              54/173                                                                             1.33 (0.83--2.13)                         114/173        0.73 (0.53--1.02)                  
                                        4                                                                              41/174                                                                             0.99 (0.60--1.62)                         116/174        0.73 (0.53--1.01)                  
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                         0.64 (0.91)                                            **0.01** (0.28)                 0.23
  **Chr8:128428915**    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                        1                                                                              49/174                                                                                    REF                                148/174               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              35/174                                                                             0.69 (0.42--1.14)                         148/174        1.00 (0.73--1.37)                  
                                        3                                                                              46/174                                                                             0.98 (0.61--1.58)                         109/174      **0.71 (0.51--1.00)**                
                                        4                                                                              42/174                                                                             0.72 (0.44--1.17)                         107/174        0.76 (0.54--1.07)                  
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                         0.07 (0.58)                                              0.05 (0.33)                   0.72
  **Chr8:128428869**    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                        1                                                                              39/175                                                                                    REF                                145/175               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              48/174                                                                             1.24 (0.76--2.00)                         132/174        0.92 (0.67--1.26)                  
                                        3                                                                              49/175                                                                             1.25 (0.77--2.03)                         115/175        0.78 (0.57--1.09)                  
                                        4                                                                              35/173                                                                             0.83 (0.49--1.39)                         118/173        0.84 (0.61--1.17)                  
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                         0.19 (0.70)                                            **0.03** (0.28)                 0.79
  **Chr8:128428978**    ***POU5F1B***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                        1                                                                              38/175                                                                                    REF                                141/175               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              58/174                                                                             1.55 (0.96--2.49)                         124/174        0.86 (0.62--1.19)                  
                                        3                                                                              37/174                                                                             0.90 (0.53--1.53)                         144/174        1.02 (0.73--1.41)                  
                                        4                                                                              39/174                                                                             0.83 (0.48--1.45)                         104/174        0.75 (0.52--1.08)                  
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                         0.40 (0.71)                                            **0.03** (0.28)                 0.40
  **Chr8:128012411**    **Intergenic**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                        1                                                                              38/174                                                                                    REF                                154/174               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              48/176                                                                             1.16 (0.71--1.91)                         136/176        0.86 (0.62--1.18)                  
                                        3                                                                              42/172                                                                             1.08 (0.65--1.80)                         111/172      **0.71 (0.50--0.99)**                
                                        4                                                                              41/174                                                                             0.94 (0.56--1.59)                         107/174      **0.69 (0.49--0.98)**                
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                         0.86 (0.91)                                      **7.1 × 10**^**−3**^ (0.28)           0.11
  **Chr8:128444762**    **Intergenic**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                        1                                                                              52/177                                                                                    REF                                168/177               REF                         
                                        2                                                                              40/175                                                                             0.71 (0.44--1.14)                         118/175        0.74 (0.53--1.01)                  
                                        3                                                                              36/174                                                                             0.67 (0.41--1.09)                         123/174        0.76 (0.55--1.04)                  
                                        4                                                                              43/175                                                                             0.83 (0.52--1.33)                         103/175      **0.62 (0.45--0.86)**                
                                        *P*~trend~[g](#t3-fn8){ref-type="fn"} (*q*-value[h](#t3-fn9){ref-type="fn"})                                                                                         0.24 (0.70)                                            **0.03** (0.28)                 0.82

Abbreviations: Ca=case; CI=confidence interval; Co=control; OR=odds ratio.

Bolding denotes *P*\<0.05.

Aggressive prostate cancer was defined as Stage III/IV or Gleason score ⩾8.

NCBI37/hg19 coordinate.

Quartile cutpoints defined among controls.

Adjusted for age at draw and year of draw.

*P*-value for heterogeneity from Wald test.

*P*-value for CpG site variable entered in the model as a continuous variable.

False Discovery Rate adjusted *P*-value.
